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SOLUTIONS OF SEVERAL PROBLEMS
IN THE THEORY OF COMPACT POSITIVE OPERATORS

Y. A. ABRAMOVICH AND A. W. WICKSTEAD

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We construct a compactly dominated compact operator S on a

Dedekind complete Banach lattice whose modulus |S| is not compact. We also

construct a compactly dominated compact operator without modulus.

1. Introduction

In his work [Kl,2] Krengel showed that a compact operator S on a Banach

lattice E may fail to have a modulus, and also that the modulus (if it exists)

may fail to be compact. In our work [AW] we strengthened Krengel's example

by showing that even an extra assumption that S is regular (i.e., S < U for

some positive operator U ) does not imply the existence of the modulus. Our

investigation was motivated (at least partly) by a common belief that there

should exist some nice relationships between compactness and order properties

of operators on Banach lattices. In particular, in our quest for such properties

we posed the following questions:

(Ql) Let S: E —> E be a compact operator on a Banach lattice and let S be

dominated by a compact positive operator U, i.e., \Sx\ < Ux for each x > 0.
Does this imply that S has a modulus?

(Q2) If (under the above conditions) the modulus \S\ does exist, must it be
compact?

The same questions were repeated in the problem section in [HL, Problem

3]. The purpose of this article is to answer (in the negative) these questions.

It is worth pointing out that problem (Ql) is nontrivial only for non-Dedekind

complete Banach lattices (since otherwise |S| exists by the Riesz-Kantorovich

theorem), while problem (Q2) is nontrivial for any Banach lattice. It has long

been known that if E and E' have order continuous norms, then the Dodds-

Fremlin theorem [DF] shows that the compactly dominated regular operators

are all compact and form a lattice ideal in the Dedekind complete vector lattice

of all regular operators on E, so the answer to (Q2) is certainly positive in this
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case. In [Wl] the second author has characterized pairs of Banach lattices E, F

such that compactly dominated operators from E into F are compact. Obvi-

ously, the answer to (Q2) is still positive in such cases. In our counterexample

to (Q2) E — F will be Dedekind complete, so by this example the question

(Q2) is closed completely. Moreover, this example also allows us to solve the

following well-known and rather old question posed by C. D. Aliprantis and O.

Burkinshaw in 1982 at a Riesz Spaces and Operator Theory meeting at Ober-

wolfach (see also [HL, Problem 6]).
(Q3) Let K\, K2 be two positive compact operators on a Dedekind complete

Banach lattice E. Must their supremum Â^ V K2 also be compact?

In Corollary 2 this question will be answered in the negative. For terminology

and notation not explained below we refer to [AB].

2. Counterexamples to (Q2) and (Q3)

The central idea of Krengel's (and, essentially, of all subsequent) examples

(see for instance [AB, p. 270]) is that on 2"-dimensional Euclidean space l2

there is an operator S„ such that ||5„|| = 2nl2 and || |S„| || = 2" . Moreover

(and this will be used repeatedly by us) if we use the Rademacher functions

to define the matrix of the operator S„ , then all the entries of the matrix of

the operator \S„\ are equal to 1. Therefore, \S„\ has rank one and for each

x = (x\, ... , x2n) e l2   we have |5„|x = (VJJLi xk)^n , where

2" times

1„='(1,  i/..., 1)\

It will be convenient to introduce the following operator Jn embedding I2" into

L2[0, 1]:
2"

J„: x = (xi, ... , x2n) h-> 22 xkx /t_i _i_ ■

It is obvious that Jn is a lattice isomorphism (i.e., |7„x| = /„|x| ) and

\\Jnx\\Ll = (¿22-"x¡\      = 2-/2 (Tx2^J      = 2-"/2||x||/f.

Thus, \\J„oSn\\ = 1 and || \J„ o Sn\ \\ = \\J„ o |S„| || = 2"'2 .

Since J„ln = X[0,\] > it follows that for each element x = (x\, ... , x2*) e l2"

we have /„ o |S„|x = (£Ï=\ xk)X[o, i] •

We denote by l\ (l2) the l\-direct sum of spaces l2 , i.e., x = (xi, x2, ... ) e

l\{l2") whenever x„ e l2    (« e N) and

PH = Y2\\*«\\ii" <°°-
n

We will be using the notation we have just introduced throughout this paper.

Definition. An operator T: E -> F between Banach lattices is said to be com-

pactly dominated if there exists a positive compact operator U: E —> F satisfy-

ing \Tx\ < Ux for each 0 < x e E . This relationship between T and U can

be expressed in terms of the operator order as -U <T < U or ±T < U.
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Theorem 1. (i) There exists a compactly dominated compact operator S: l\ (l2" )

—► L2[0, 1], such that \S\ is not compact.
(ii) There exists a Dedekind complete Banach lattice E and compactly dom-

inated compact operator S: E -> E such that \S\ is not compact.

Proof, (i) Since the order intervals in L2[0, 1] are not norm compact, there

exists a sequence {g„} e L2[0, 1] satisfying 0 < gn < X[Q,\] an£l with no

norm-convergent subsequence. For x == (xj, %% ,...)€ l\ {I2" ) let

sx = Y.2~nl2g«J»s»x«-
n

As  \\2-nl2gnJnSn\\Ll < 2-"l2\\Jn o Sn\\ = 2-"'2, the series £„ 2-"/2gnJnSn,

defining the operator 5, converges absolutely, and hence S is a compact oper-

ator from /i(/f) to L2[0, 1].
Let also

f/(x) = ^2-"/2/„|1S„|xn.

n

The operator U is well defined as
oo oo oo

J2 \\2-"l2Jn ° |S„|(XB)|| < ¿22-"/2\\J„ o \SH\ || • ||x„||/f = £ ||xn||/f = ||x||.
n=\ n=\ n=\

The properties of |5„| imply that U has rank 1, and consequently U is com-

pact. A direct verification shows that ±S < U, that is, S is compactly domi-
nated.

Since L2[0, 1] is Dedekind complete, the modulus |5| does exist. Restrict-

ing |S| to I2", which is an order ideal in l\{l2), we obviously have

l<% = \2~",2gn • Jn o S„\ = 2-"l2gn\Jn o Sn\ = 2-n>2gn - /„ O \Sn\,

so
|.S|(x) = ^2-"/2^.(7„o|5„|)xn.

n

2" times
,-*-s

Let x„= (2-"/2,2-"/2,... ,2~n/2) el2" and take x = (0, ... , 0, x„, 0, ...) e

Clearly, ||x|| = 1 and |5„|x„ = 2"/2l„ , implying that |5|(x) = g„ . Thus, the

image under |5| of the unit ball in h(l2) contains every function g„ . Since

the sequence {g„} has no norm convergent subsequence, we see that |5| is not

compact, and we are done.

(ii) Having S as above, it is a trivial matter to produce the desired endo-

morphism. Let E := l\{l2) ©L2[0, 1] and define S\\ E -> E by 5i(x, y) =
(0, Sx). Clearly Si is a compactly dominated compact operator on the

Dedekind complete Banach lattice E, and its modulus |5i| = (0, \S\) is not
compact.    D

Using the previous result we can easily answer question (Q3).

Corollary 2. There exist a pair of compact positive operators K\, K2  on a
Dedekind complete Banach lattice E, such that K\ V K2 is not compact.

Proof. Take the Dedekind complete Banach lattice E and the compact operator

S: E —> E guaranteed by Theorem 1 (ii). Let U > ±S be a compact majorant
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of 5. If we define K\ = U + S and K2 = U - S, then both of these operators
are positive and compact. Evidently we have

#1 VK2 = (U + S) V (U - S) = U + S V {-S) = U + \S\,

which is not compact.    D

The example we have given is not, of course, the only one possible. Indeed,

using a result in [AJ], the argument we have used can be repeated to show that

if E is a Banach lattice which is not isomorphic to an AL-space and F is an

appropriate separable rearrangement invariant Banach function space (say any

Lp[0, 1] ), then there is a compactly dominated compact operator S: E -> F

such that l^l is not compact.
Let us denote by J?r{E, F) the space of all compactly dominated compact

operators between Banach lattices E and F. In other words, 3?r{E, F) =

J?+(E, F)-J%+(E, F), where 3f+(E, F) denotes, as usual, the cone of compact
positive operators. There are two ways of looking at order properties of the
space 3£r = 5?r{E, F). We can study Jír as a vector subspace of ¿2?r(E, F),

the space of all regular operators from E into F . We can also study 3Pr as an

independent ordered space in its own right, forgetting its natural embedding in

Sf'. The latter approach was undertaken by the second author in [W2], where

he found necessary and sufficient conditions on E and F for Jfr(E, F) to

be a a-Dedekind complete (or Dedekind complete) vector lattice.

Although it was not spelled out there, the results in [W2] show (by looking

at the three cases separately) that if Xr{E, F) is a Dedekind a -complete vec-

tor lattice, then for each pair S, T e 3£r{E, F) the supremum calculated in

3£r{E, F) is also their supremum in J2fr(E, F). Furthermore, the natural em-

bedding of 3Tr(E, F) into &r(E, F) will be order continuous. If JTr(E, F)

is actually Dedekind complete, then F will be also; consequently 2"{E, F) is

a Dedekind complete vector lattice and 5?r{E, F) is an order closed sublattice

of it. Thus assuming slightly more than just 3tr{E, F) being a lattice forces a

rather strong connection between 3?"{E, F) and Jî?r{E, F).

In general however, as our next result shows, the space 3?r may fail to be a

vector lattice even if F is Dedekind complete.

Corollary 3. The operator order on Jfr(l\(l2"), L2[0, 1]) is not a lattice order.

Proof. Take 5 e JTr = Jf^/f), L2[0, 1]) constructed in Theorem l(i). We
claim that in 3¡Tr there is no modulus of S.

Assume, contrary to what we claim, that this modulus exists, and denote it

by \S\k . Clearly, \S\k > \S\, where \S\ is the usual modulus of S evaluated in

^fr(li{l2"), L2[0, 1]). It is also clear that, restricting \S\k and \S\ to the order

ideal l2 , we have the equality \S\k^i- = \S\\p» as the operator on the right-

hand side is compact. Therefore, for the element x = (0, ... , 0, x„, 0, ... )

constructed in the proof of Theorem l(i), we have

\S\k(x) = \S\x = 2-"'2gnJn\Sn\xn = gn ,

i.e., the image of the unit ball under \S\k contains the sequence {gn}, and

consequently, \S\k e Jfr cannot be compact, a contradiction.    D

In connection with Corollary 3 and with the results from [W2] mentioned

above, we pose several new problems here.
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(Q4) Is is possible to construct Banach lattices E, F such that F is Dedekind

complete and 3?r{E, F) is a vector lattice but is not a sublattice of ¿¿?r(E, F) ?

If we do not require F be Dedekind complete, then 2'r{E, F) may well

not be a vector lattice, and the previous question should be slightly modified to

make sense.

(Q5) Is it possible to construct Banach lattices E, F such that S?r{E, F) is

a vector lattice and there exist S, T £ 5fr(E, F) such that S V T, calculated
in Jfr(E, F), is not their supremum in S?r{E, F) ?

Our last problem is intermediate between (Q4) and (Q5).

(Q6) Is it possible to construct Banach lattices E, F such that 2"r and ^r

are both lattices, without the latter being a sublattice of the former?

3. A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO (Ql)

Let us denote H„ = Jn(l2"). This is a 2"-dimensional vector sublattice of

L2 order isomorphic to l2 . We denote by Q„ the natural projection from L2

onto Hn defined by

k=\ V~        /

Obviously Qn is positive and contractive. Indeed

1n / k \   ^ 2"       / k \

WQnfWl = 22«£2-"    /    fdp)   < 2"Y: [F \f\dp)
k=l V^r I k=\ V/V /

2"        Jl i

^È^l/I2^= / \f\2dv = \\f\\l2.

A direct verification shows that for each « and each f e L2 we have

2-V„ o \S„\ o /-' o Qn(f) = iï fdp j ¿m,,,.

Now we are ready to construct a compact, compactly dominated operator S

without a modulus. It is curious that this example is simpler than a weaker

example constructed in [AW]. However, the idea is similar to that used in [AW].

We denote by c(L2[0, 1]) the Banach lattice of all norm convergent sequences

(f\, fi, •■•) of functions from L2 for which

ll(/i»/2, •••)l|C(L2[o,i]):= um ll/«llz,2 <oo.

Theorem 4. (i) There exists a compactly dominated compact operator from

L2[0, 1] to c(L2[0, 1]) without modulus.
(ii) There exists a Banach lattice E and a compactly dominated compact

operator on E without modulus.

Proof, (i) Let y„ = *~(¡"1)" , n e N. For each f e L2 we have JnS„J^lQnf £

L2 and the sequence 2~"\\JnSnJ~lQ„f\\ -> 0 as « -> oo . Therefore, by letting

Sf = (yn2-"JnSnJ-{Qnf)Zl

we clearly define an operator from L2 to c(L2). This operator 5 is compact,

being the norm limit of finite rank operators.
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Define also U: L2 —> c(L2) by

where ï = (X[o,\] > X[o, i] > • • • ) is the constantly one sequence in c(L2). Clearly

U is positive and compact as it has rank 1, and also ±S < U.
We claim that operator S does not have a modulus in the space

SCr{L2,c{L2)) of all regular operators. Assume contrary to what we claim that

|S| = S V (-S) exists. This implies that \S\f > (±yn2-"JnSnJ-lQnf)™=x for

each 0 < / e L2 , and consequently |S|/ > {yn2~n J„\Sn\J-1 Qnf)^=x. There-

fore, |5|(X[o,i]) > (±yn2~" J„\S„\J-1 QnX[o,i])™=l ■ Notice now that if « is odd,

then the «th coordinate yn2~nJn\Sn\J~lQnX[o, i] = X[0,\] > whence the norms of

the coordinates of the element ISIOfto.i]) have to be eventually bounded away

from zero. However, this is impossible since, by definition, all even coordinates

of 5 are zero, and the same will hold for |S| by a standard argument.

(ii) The proof that (ii) follows from (i) is similar to the proof of the impli-

cation (i) =>■ (ii) in Theorem 1.    D

Remark. The same proof shows that the operator S constructed above does

not have a modulus in the space 3£r{E) either.

A discussion similar to that after Corollary 2 shows that we can generalize the

constructions of Theorem 4 and produce various analogous "abstract" examples.
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